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GEOMETRICAL PATTERNS OF STATE NAMES
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A. ROSS ECKLER
Morristown, New Jersey
Mos t people are reasonably familiar with the two-letter abbrevia
tions for state name s introduced by the U. S. Postal Service a number
of years ago. These abbreviations have occasionally been the subject
of word play in past Word Ways issues: I connected them in a cross
word- style ar ray in Fe bruary 1976, Darryl Franc is constructed words
out of them (overlapping ones like FLAKY, and non- overlapping ones
like CACOGALACTIA) in May 1976, and Philip Cohen programmed a
computer to find a maximum-length chain of overlapping abbreviations
(23 letters long) in February 1977.
The May/June 1979 issue of Games magazine sponsored 11 Alakazar ll ,
a contest in which readers were instructed to embed, without overlap,
as many state name abbreviations as possible in uncapitalized boldface
words in We bste r t s Third, ties be ing broken by the smalle st total num
ber of words and letters used. Interest was keen, for two readers wrote
or telephoned me for help, particularly to find a word containing TX.
Michael S. Wolfberg of Concord, Massachusetts embedded 56 of the 57
allowed abbreviations in only 17 words; no word containing TX was ever
found (although posTXyphoid is in Webster's Second) .
This article introduces a different way to play with state name abbre
viations -- using them to construct various geometric shapes in two or
three dimensions. Specifically, I consider three types of objects:
1) place lette r s at the vertice s of the Platonic solids (tetrahedron,
cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, icosahedron)
2) place letters at the vertices of pavements of triangles, squares
or hexagons of maximum extent
3) place letters in various types of rings (linear, square, triangular,
hexagonal)
50 that every pair of vertices connected by a line or edge forms a state
name abbreviation. In each construction, any letter is used at most
once; it is possible to extend the results of this article by merely re
quiring that no state name abbreviation appears on more than one line
or edge. Fifty- one abbreviations are allowed: the fifty states plus DC,
the District of Columbia.

A tetrahedron (a pyramid on a triangular base) can have its vertices
labeled in two different ways to produce state name abbreviations along
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A triangular pavement with ten ad
joining tiles is depicted at the right;
can one with eleven be found? (A var
iant ten-tile pavement is achieved if
R replaces L; anothe r variant occurs
if W replace s L and V is moved to the
right to form a triangle with Wand A.)
For a square pavement, seven ad
joining tiles can be found; note that D
and E can be substituted for T and V,
respectively. Is eight tiles possible?
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Finally, four adjacent hexagons
a re shown at the right; five is impo s
sible, since only seventeen different
letters are represented in two or more
state name abbreviations. Is this four
tile pattern unique (except for rotation
and reflection) ?
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All seventeen letters can be arranged in a simple ring in which any
two adjacent lette rs spell out a state name abbreviations: NHILA ROKY
WVTCSDEM. However if the state names must all be read off in the
same direction, then only twelve appears possible: KSDCTNMORILA
(H can substitute for R).
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